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THE AMATEUR SCIENTIST 

Conducted by C. L. Stong 

S
ailors have long recognized the hull 

as the chief impediment to speed 
in a racing yacht. That being the 

case, why not omit the hull? A conven
tional yacht is propelled by the net force 
of wind and water acting on the sails 
and the keel. In contrast, the forces that 

mp.ss 

The pattern of forces acting on a sailboat 
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The ultimate in sailing 

is a rig without a hull 

act on the hull merely keep the yacht 
afloat, meanwhile abstracting some of 
the energy provided by the wind. Even 
for highly streamlined yachts, such as 
contenders in the America's Cup races, 
most of the power of the wind is spent 
by the hull to stir the water. The hull 
functions merely as a rigid link that ties 
the sail to the keel (and also carries the 
crew). 

Such chores might better be assigned 
to a more efficient device. A few years 
ago J. C. Hagedoorn (Wijttenbachweg 
43, 2407 Oegstgeest, the Netherlands) 
set out to contrive the ultimate sailing 
machine: a yacht that requires no hull. 
Hagedoorn, who is professor of geophys
ics at the University of Leiden, describes 
the development of the system as 
follows: 

"The most important criterion for the 
quality of any sailboat is its performance 
in sailing close-hauled into the wind. A 
vertical plane contains the four main re
sultant forces of the wind and water 
[see illustration at left]. The force of the 
wind (A) on the sail can be regarded as 
acting at a single point. An opposing 
force (W) in the same plane effectively 
acts at a single point on the keel. The 
two forces A and W are displaced, form
ing a couple not unlike a seesaw. 

"This turning moment is opposed by 
the forces of buoyancy (B) and weight, 
or mass (M), that are generated by the 
hull in response to gravity. These two 
forces also lie in the plane of A and W. 
The centers at which B and M act are 
displaced to form a couple that opposes 
the moment of the couple formed by 
A and W. 

"In normal operation the boat heels 
(tilts to leeward) to the point at which 
the vector sum of the moments generat
ed by the couples of A and W and Band 
M equals zero. The sail makes an angle 
with respect to the direction of the wind. 
The keel makes a different angle with 
respect to the motion of the boat 
through the water. A force that arises 
from the deflection of air and water by 
the sail and the keel drives the boat to 
the speed at which the opposing force of 

drag induced by the hull equals the 
driving force. Drag thus limits the speed 
of the craft. 

"The simple picture of the two op
posing couples was chosen to illustrate 
their essential difference. The buoyancy 
and the weight of the craft are constant 
forces. As the boat heels the center of 
buoyancy moves to leeward because of 
the width of the beam and the shape of 
the hull. The center of weight is deter
mined in part by the inclination of the 
keel, which contains some of the mass. 
The center of weight can also be altered 
by shifting the position of the crew. The 
perpendicular distance between the cen
ters of buoyancy and weight (B and M) 
is severely limited. 

"On the other hand, the couple 
formed by the wind and the water acting 
on the keel (A and W) depends on the 
strength of the wind and the resultant 
movement of the yacht through the wa
ter. For every sailboat of this type there 
is an optimal wind in which use can 
be made of an optimal couple between 
buoyancy and weight to achieve max
imal performance. Crews of small sail
boats demonstrate the optimal couple 
when they stretch as far as possible from 
the windward gunwale. 

"The essential difference between 
these two couples explains why large 
boats are faster than small ones. For ex
ample, increasing the linear dimensions 
of a sailboat 10 times might be supposed 
to result in a craft that would sail just 
about the same as it did before the modi
fication. The area of the sails and the 
area of the drag-generating hull and keel 
would each have been increased by a 
factor of 100. Both the weight and the 
buoyancy, however, would have been 
increased by a factor of 1,000. As a re
sult the proportion of the speed-deter
mining area of the sail and the keel 
would be increased by a factor of 
only 10. 

"Innumerable other factors influence 
the relative performance of sailboats: 
cross section, aspect ratio (length to 
width) of sail and keel, shape of the hull, 
smoothness of the hull and so on. The 
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frustrating fact, however, is that mass 
and money must always win. The small, 
lively sailboat dashing along in a smoth
er of spray, with the expert sailor bal
ancing to windward on an outboard tra
peze, is inexorably overtaken by the 
comfortably large and sedately moving 
yacht. 

"The pro a, the catamaran and the 
trimaran are all successful attempts to 
increase the arm of the couple formed 
by the buoyancy and the weight. In 
principle the catamaran and the trima
ran have been fitted out respectively 
with one boat and two boats too many. 
In all but relatively calm seas destruc
tive couples arising from wave motion 
can develop in multiple-hull craft. 

"In contrast, the proa represents an al
most ideal method of increasing in a 
small boat the length of the arm of the 
mass-buoyancy couple. This remarkable 
little vessel, which resembles a long but 
narrow canoe fitted with a triangular 
sail and a slender outrigger to wind
ward, was developed hundreds (perhaps 
thousands) of years ago by natives of 
the Mariana Islands. The length of the 
arm of the mass-buoyancy couple is in
creased when a crewman, preferably a 
heavy one, moves out along the outrig
ger. The vessels were first described to 
the Western world in 1521 by a member 
of Magellan's crew. The little boats flit
ted along at speeds on the order of 30 
kilometers per hour, approaching the 
velocity of the wind. 

"Nonetheless, European sailors were 
not impressed. Evidently they preferred 
tlleir slow, unwieldy boxes to the hea
then contraptions. It is astonishing to 
me that no one, including tlle Polyne
sians south of the Marianas, realized that 
the secret of the ultimate sailing craft 
can be derived from the proa. 

"The hull of the proa requires no in
herent lateral stability. Stability is pro
vided by the outrigger and its living 
weight. The hull can be as long and slen
der as wished. What is not generally re
alized is that a body of this shape re
quires an amazing amount of correction 
by a fin or a rudder to keep it going 
straight. No hint of the difficulty of the 
art of steering such a craft is suggested 
by a Papuan happily paddling along. 
When an amateur tries to operate such 
a craft, however, the hollowed log inex
orably turns sideways. No amount of 
frantic paddling can prevent it from 
ramming a mudbank. The beginner 
must acquire through diligent practice 
an instinctive knack of flicking the pad
dle to create rudder action that antici
pates the sideways motion and counter-

acts it before it starts. To keep a long, 
slender body aligned in a desired direc
tion requires either an active rudder or 
some stabilizing couple. 

"The stabilizing couple in a sailboat 
can be provided by forces that act on 
the sail and the keel. Some boats can be 
adjusted to sail stably on a given course 
with the rudder in a fixed position. A 
boat with a centered keel is easier to 
adjust to this mode than one with lee
boards. A 'luffboard' could be expected 
to work even better. 

"The logical conclusion is that the 
best position for the keel is at the end of 
a windward outrigger. This takes the 
trickiness out of the proa. Moreover, the 
live ballast can be dispensed with be
cause the keel can be shaped to generate 
a force that opposes the part of the wind 
force that tends to tip the boat and lift 
the keel from the water. 

"It turns out that the required keel 
has the shape of a curiously curved sym
metrical dagger, for which I have coined 
the name 'hapa: primarily because it 

sounds Polynesian. The hapa is support
ed by two outrigger arms that pivot on 
vertical axes at both ends so that the 
orientation of the hapa with respect to 
the hull can be varied by changing the 
length of the lines connected to both 
ends of the boat [see illustration below]. 
This linkage system enables the crew to 
alter the hapa's angle of attack as re
quired by the strength of the wind. 

'! As in the pro a, the hull and the sail 
are symmetrical fore and aft. The hapa 
is Similarly symmetrical. The craft can 
sail equally well in either direction, with 
the outrigger always to windward. The 
Mariana Islands, where the proa was 
developed, lie roughly at right angles 
to the prevailing westerly wind. Inter
island traffic moves essentially north and 
south. To return from a voyage native 
crews simply reverse their sitting posi
tion instead of turning the proa around. 

"Although natives of the Marianas 
were content with a boat designed to 
sail north and south, most of the rest of 
us insist on sailing in any direction we 

A proa fitted with J. G. Hagedoom's "hapa," or curved keel 
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A sailboat with a hapa 

please. Changing course with a boat em
ploying a hapa as an outrigger might be 
exciting in a strong wind. The outrigger 
assembly is a restraining device, but the 
actual villain is the boat. It cannot move 
sideways easily. 

"Instead of 'going through the wind' 
in tacking to windward it would doubt
less be best to pull the hapa to its new 
position and simultaneously let the sheet 
go at the mast so that the triangular sail 
would turn broadside and stop the boat. 
The other sheet would then be tight
ened near the foot of the mast, after 
which the sheet that is now aft would be 
pulled to set the new course. It is quite 
probable that the first time this maneu
ver was attempted in a strong wind the 
whole thing would capsize at the pre
cise moment the hapa reversed direction. 

"As I have mentioned, the connection 
between the hapa and the boat through 
the pair of rigid arms constitutes an un
satisfactory restraint. Why not replace 
the outrigger by a flexible system of 
lines? One problem is that to make the 

120 

CY'oss s ecti 011 
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Details of the hapa 

hapa behave as one wished would re
quire so many guy ropes that their in
duced drag would be prohibitive. 

"The idea of a hapa on a flexible 
leash was so attractive, however, that I 
could not resist the temptation to rede
sign it. The new hapa would have to re
semble a paravane, which is the under
water kite employed in minesweeping. 
It turned out to be frustratingly difficult 
to design a hydrodynamically efficient 
hapa that can be pulled on a line. The 
contraption must follow a stable course 
just below the surface of the water, a 
problem that is more difficult than sta
bilizing a kite because the hapa must 
operate within the zone of radical transi
tion from water to air. 

"My first experimental models either 
jumped out of the water or dived to the 
bottom, even at walking velocities. It 
became obvious that a solution might lie 
in the elimination of cramping restraints. 
(Recognition of this principle made 
practical machines of helicopters.) 

"Pursuit of this concept eventually re-

suIted in a well-behaved hapa, at least 
through the anticipated range of run
ning speeds. It includes a dishlike hydro
foil resembling a shallow meniscus lens 
supported by a rigid shaft on which the 
lens is free to turn [see illustrations 
above]. The hapa can never exert a cou
ple, even if it strikes an obstruction. 

"Although this arrangement is attract
ive, it imposes drastic limits on the 
shape of the hapa, which must function 
effectively as a hydrofoil. For example, 
the aspect ratio of a disk cannot exceed 
unity, whereas the hapa developed for 
hulls and rigs of the proa type may have 
an aspect ratio of 4 : 1 or even 5 : 1. The 
complete hapa includes the lenslike hy
drofoil and the haft, or shaft, attached 
to a torpedo-shaped float fitted with 
a tail fin. The assembly is towed by a 
bridle. 

"The principal parts are made of 
epoxy reinforced by fiberglass. The hol
low lens fills with water. Its buoyancy is 
essentially neutral in both fresh water 
and salt water. The haft is mounted in 
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a double-race ball bearing and can turn 
freely around the axis of symmetry of 
the lens. The fulcrum point at the other 
end of the haft (in the Roat) was placed 
about 5 percent forward of the axis of 
the lens for maximum pull-to-drag ratio. 

"The haft takes the place of the three 
lines that customarily serve to maintain 
a hydrofoil in the water at the correct 
angle of attack for the optimum lift-to
drag ratio. It would be possible to sup
port the disklike member by a bridle of 
three lines to achieve an essentially un
restrained system, but the scheme would 
be vulnerable to submerged obstacles. 
The apparatus would also be somewhat 
less free to turn. 

"The chief difficulty of the central 
haft stems from its required thickness. It 
must be rigid and strong. The haft of 
one experimental model measured 1.5 
by five centimeters. Its streamlined 
cross section introduces negligible drag, 
but it achieves this performance at the 
cost of symmetry. The haft has the same 
permclOus preference for traveling 
broadside to the direction of motion as 
the Papuan's dugout. 

"A compromise must be made be
tween the unacceptable high resistance 
of a symmetrical (cylindrical) haft and 
the instability that is introduced by the 
hydrodynamically ideal cross section. 
The unavoidable instability is counter
acted by the Roat with its fixed fin. The 
Roat also performs the indispensable 
function of causing the system to oper
ate near the surface. 

"The weight of the system is equal to 
half of its totally immersed buoyancy, 
and the centers of mass and buoyancy 
are well forward of the point of attach
ment of the haft to the Roat. This ar
rangement results in equal turning cou
ples toward the correct, half-submerged 
condition, when some random force 
causes the Roat to plane up out of the 
water or to submerge. The towrope is 
attached to 

"
the bridle at a point that 

causes the axis of the haft to align itself 
with the rope. 

"The clumsy-looking device actually 
behaves better than one might expect. 
Its pull-drag ratio is about 5 : 1, and the 
system is stable up to about 10 kilome
ters per hour. 

"This particular hapa can travel in 
only one direction, but its central plane 
of symmetry through the axis of the 
Roat enables it to be Ripped over and so 
to travel equally well in the reverse di
rection. This capability may not always 
be desirable, because an accidental Rip
over might result in an awkward situa
tion. For ocean sailing left-hand and 
right-hand hapas might be safer. 

"In the accompanying illustration of 
the hapa [at left on opposite page] the 
boat and the sail are intended merely to 
depict one of many possible ways of 
sailing with a hapa that is towed like a 
kite. The mast does not have the usual 
stays because the mast-sail system is 
fully supported by the three lines con
necting the three corners to the hapa. A 
rudder would be useless. 

"A change of course is effected by 

resultQ{l1( 

paying out or pulling in the line at the 
foot of the mast. In tacking, which in
volves changing course in such a way as 
to change the side of the sail the wind 
hits, the skipper can come about (tack 
while moving upwind) simply by pulling 
the hapa in with the front line and at the 
proper instant launching a second hapa 
to leeward. Although I have not tried 
to jibe (tack while heading downwind), 
the maneuver could probably be execut-

lift 

,;,c:.o�\W �04----- wind 

Pattern 0/ forces acting between a Para·Foil and a hapa 
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Hagedoorn's ultimate sailing machine. (The pickup boat is not shown.) 

122 

ed by flipping the hapa over and paying 
out the front line. Both maneuvers could 
be exciting in a strong wind. 

"Consider the consequences of intro
ducing the hapa. The boat, always the 
dominant element in the conventional 
system of sailing, has been stripped of 
its keel, rudder, ballast and stays. It has 
been degraded to the status of a nui
sance, contributing to the system little 
more than instability and undesirable 
resistance. The inevitable next step 
toward developing the ultimate (no hull) 
system of sailing involves the use of two 
kites, one in the water and one in the 
air. The boat is eliminated. 

"A large inventory of designs for air
borne kites is available for consideration 
by the experimenter. Only a few of them 
are efficient and safe enough for carry
ing a man. It seems incredible that air
craft designers should have been em
ploying sophisticated airfoil sections for 
more than half a century while special
ists in the design of kites and sails have 
for the most part blindly stuck with thin 
sections of sheet material. Perhaps the 
explanation lies in the convenience of 
stowing and transporting kites that are 
collapsible. 

"A major breakthrough was the in
vention of an inflatable multicell airfoil 
of fabric by D. C. Jalbert of Boca Raton, 
Fla. The device was subsequently made 
operationally safe by J. D. Nicolaides, 
professor of aerospace at the University 
of Notre Dame. It is called the Para
Foil [see illustration on preceding page]. 
Its shape, in the form of a rigid, low
speed wing, is maintained entirely by 
air that enters openings at the leading 
edge to build up internal pressure. On 
landing the Para-Foil, like a convention
al parachute, can be collapsed into a 
manageable bundle of lines and cloth, 
even in a fairly strong wind. One can 
also jump with it from an airplane. 
Moreover, with the Para-Foil a military 
flier who has had to abandon his air
plane in combat can perform breathtak
ing evasive maneuvers that are not pos
sible with a conventional parachute. He 
can also fly horizontally for distances 
some five times the ejection altitude and 
can land in stronger winds than is pos
sible with a parachute because he can 
fly directly into the wind at the moment 
of landing. 

"A kite is relatively easy to stabilize 
for free flight, because the attached 
weight tends to revert automatically to 
its correct vertical position below the 
lifting surface. It is much more difficult 
to achieve stability when the kite is teth
ered or towed. The Para-Foil is quite 
stable, even in the tethered condition. 
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When it is launched correctly, it gains 
height rapidly and fiies stably. 

"In the ultimate sailing system the 
Para-Foil is tethered to the hapa. The 
skipper is suspended by a harness, much 
like the one worn by the pilot of a 
hang glider [see illustration on opposite 
page J. The hapa extends to windward 
and passively takes the direction of the 
Para-Foil, which is controlled by the 
yachtsman (who might better be called 
the 'aquaviator'). To tum a Para-Foil 
and, even more important, to stop it 
from turning, the yachtsman pulls down 
on the appropriate webbing of the two 
webbings attached to the harness. Each 
webbing has connected to it half of the 
rear forked shroud lines. I am always 
impressed by the sensitivity of this 
control. 

"This, then, is ultimate sailing: a sys
tem that requires the absolute minimum 
of force-generating surfaces in both air 
and water. It is clear that the surfaces of 
the hapa and the kite must be propor
tioned so that they are compatible for 
optimal efficiency to sail within a prac
tical range of wind velocities during 
tacking, reaching (sailing more or less 
broadside to the wind) and running be
fore the wind. The proportions are best 
determined experimentally. For wind 
velocities of about 20 kilometers per 
hour the ND2(242) Para-Foil, with 
which I have been experimenting, easily 
lifts 80 kilograms (177 pounds). It has an 
aspect ratio of 4 : 1 and an area of 22.48 
square meters (242 square feet). 

"Beginners should learn to sail with 
a relatively slow hapa, similar to the one 
illustrated here. This hap a's towrope is 
attached to the bridle at the point where 
the angle of attack results in the max
imum lift-to-drag ratio. It is obviously 
possible to fix lines to the hapa for al. 
tering its angle of attack and thus its 
velocity. 

"The advanced student learns to con
trol the hapa so that it tends to occupy a 
following position on a close-hauled 
course and a forward position on a 
reaching or running course. To attain 
the forward position the sailor lets the 
hapa gain on him and then tries to make 
it run faster by applying more force to 
the towline at a low angle. In this ma
neuver the control lines of the Para-Foil 
must be manipulated in such a way that 
the sailor almost gets his feet wet. 

"Both the sail and the hap a in partic
ular are still very much in the first stage 
of development. A tremendous amount 
of imaginative thinking, experimenting 
and designing will have to be completed 
before the first aquaviator wins a trans
atlantic sailing race." 
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Drawing on linguistics, anthropology, religion. philosophy. 
and psychology, a prominent cultural anthropologist inves
tigates the rites, beliefs, places and taboos that various 
societies have considered sacred $14,95 

62630. THE MILKY WAY. Fourth Edition. Bart Bok and 
Priscilla Bok. Updated and expanded outsized volume, 
filled with over 125 pictures, charts and diagrams, includes 
the latest scientific research. $15.00 

76B20. THE SOCIAL BEHAVIOR OF THE BEES. 
Charles D. Michener. The first definitive work on group 
phenomena among these amazing insects. $25.00 

56600. IT HAPPENED LAST YEAR. James Cornell. 
Over 200 stranger-than-science-fiction happenings ftOm 
the Smithsonian Institution's Center for Short-Lived Phe
nomena. $7,95 

58730. THE LIVES OF A CELL. Lewis Thomas. Widely 
acclaimed essays on man and nature, science and life. 
" ... an ode to biology bursting with information." - The 
Washington Post. $6.95 

73330. A RANDOM WALK IN SCIENCE. Compiled by 
Robert L Weber and Eric Mendoza. A collection of jokes, 
short essays and poems on humor and humanity in 
physics and related sciences. $12.50 

42045. DESIGN OF MAN-COMPUTER DIALOGUES. 
James Martin. A thorough-going study of how effective 
communication can be achieved between man and 
computer. $16.50 

83760. THEORY OF COMPUTATION. Walter S. Brain· 
erd and Lawrence H. Landweber. FaSCinating new volume 
offers a totally new presentation of the theory of computa
tion in a mathematically rigorous fashion. $19.95 

33430. THE ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION SYS
TEMS. Revised Edition. Charles T. Meadow This 
updated edition by a distinguished computer authority 
offers an all-inclusive treatment of the four aspects of 
information processing and retrieval. $14.95 

81820. SYMMETRY IN SCIENCE AND ART. A. � 
Shubnikov and V. A. Koptsik. This new edition of a classic 
work on symmetry explores every facet of the $���6 
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36520. THE BONE HUNTERS. Uri Lanham. Absorbmg 
history of the nineteenth-century adventurer-scientists 
who startled the scientific world, shattered many near
sacred illusions, and laid the foundations of modern 
paleontology. Filled with rare old photographs. $12.95 

32120. ACROSS THE FRONTIERS. Werner Heisen· 
berg. The Nobel Laureate offers a stimulating collection on 
twentieth century physics. A refreshing blend of humanism 
and scientific objectivity. $7.95 

7 9 560 . A SO U R C E  B O O K  IN G E O L O G Y :  
1400-1900. Edited b y  Krrtley [; Mather and Shirley L. 
Mason. The most significant writings of the world's major 
geological thinkers over a span of five centuries. $15.00 

79520. SOURCE BOOK IN GEOLOGY: 1900-1950. 
Edited by Kirtley Mather. For the disciplined geologist or 
the informed nonspecialist. an abundance of information 
based on current geological thinking. $15.00 

58620. THE LIFE GAME. Nigel Calde, Reporting on the 
dazzlillg research of the New Biology, the author of The 
Restless Earth explores the ultimate biological question: 
Why do we eXISt? $12.50 

86070. WANDERING LANDS AND ANIMALS. Edwin 
H. Colbert. Written . by one of .the nation's lea�ing 
paleontologists, thiS Singular book IS a bold and original 
epic history of our planet's drifting continents and the 
spread of animals through the ages. $12.50 

34710. AT THE TURN OF THE TIDE. A Book of Wild 
Birds. Richard Perry A classic-evocative, lyrical testa
ment to the beauty and mystery of the salt marsh and its 
winged inhabitants. $7.eO 

35751. BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO ARCHAEOLOGY. 
Louis A. Brennan. The techniques and background 
Information that will enable anyone to find, survey, test. 
excavate, preserve, analyze and record artifacts and other 
evidences of prehistoric life. $9.95 

48720. THE FOOD AND PEOPLE DILEMMA. Georg 
Borgstrom. An expert on world food issues paints a 
chilling analysis of our dwindling agricultural resources 
and our soaring population. $8.95 

36090. THE BEST OF BABCOCK. Havllah Babcock. A 
delightful collection of the matchless outdoor pieces by 
the late humorist, naturalist. and distinguished teacher, 
Havilah Babcock. A classic. $8.95 

74090. RIDDLES IN HISTORY. Cyrus H. Gordon. Could 
the Phoenicians actually have sailed to Brazil in �he sixth 
century B.C.? An internationally renowned phllologian 
persuasively argues that this was not only possible, but 
probable. $7.95 

48400; THE FASCINATION OF REPTILES. Maurice 
Richardson. A colorful and handsomely illustrated appre· 
ciation of these scientifically neglected and often ma
ligned animals. Includes information on the care and 
leedmg of reptiles. $10.00 

44941. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHYSICS. Second 
Edition. Edited by Robert M. Besancon. Updated and 
expanded edition of a modern classic. Over 300 dis
tinguished authorities in 344 articles offer incisive, au
thoritative information on every topic in physics today. 
Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $37.50 

67661. THE PENGUIN DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE. 
Fourth Edition. E. B. Uvarovand D. R. Chapman. Revised 
and Edited by Alan Isaacs. $11.95 

37580. THE CHEMIST'S COMPANION. Arnold J. 
Gordon and Richard A. Ford. This bible tor the chemist 
offers an almost endless collection of workday facts and 
figures presented in a logical, easy-to-use format. $16.95 

67630. PEDIGREE: Words From Nature. Stephen 
Potter and Laurens Sargent. The spell-binding history of 
the origins 01 thousands 01 words making up the 
vocabulary of natural science. $9.95 

58440. THE LIFE AND DEATH OF WHALES. Robert 
Burton. Sensitive, engaging overview of just about every
thing there is to know about whales and whaling. 
Extremely readable and well-illustrated with photographs 
and pen-and·ink drawings. $8.95 
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